
Tumbling Tracks 



A very effective training aid, helps with learning the technical aspects of acrobatics. This piece 
of equipment is the intermediate stage between trampoling and tumbling. It has a metal frame 
with sportex coated PVC webbing bed which is attached with springs. 
Bed height = 53 cm. Overall height (with frame guards)= 60 cm. Frame Width = 2.20 m. 

Ref. 5360 - Long trampoline. L = 6.70 m
Ref. 5361 - Long trampoline. L = 12.70 m
Ref. 5363 - Long trampoline. L = 18.70 cm  

ACRO TRAMP 

Our range comprises of two acrobatic tracks with virtually the same high elasticity qualities. 

ACROBATIC TRACK-WITH ROLL UP MATTING REF.  6180
Sprung wooden floor sections with roll up carpet (Ref. 6160). 
Attached to the floor via intergrated hook and loop strips. Dim. - 14 x 2 m ( LxW). Thickness - 
14 cm 

ACROBATIC TRACK-WITH FOAM AND CARPET TRACK. 6186
Concertina folding foam covered sprung floor sections with separate roll-up carpet. 
Available in most lengths. Height - 14.50 cm 

ACROBATIC TRACKS 

Ref.6180

Can be 

built in
to a pit or 

freestanding 

* OTHER SIZES ARE AVAILABLE   
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Ref. 6296 



These tracks offer exceptional rebound, and shock absorption on landing. The tracks adapt to 
gymnasts of all levels whilst also providing the elasticity needed for pushoffs. Ideal for intensive 
training and to enable development of routines based on rebound techniques such as flips or 
twists. 

These tracks are the same height as GYMNOVA safety mats (20cm) therefore the mats can be 
joined to the track for practicing more complex exercises and create a landing area. 

REF. 6181 SPRUNG TRACK WITH ROLL UP - TRACK 

Sprung track comprising of a roll-up track, interlocking foam and high elasticity sprung floor 
panels. The edges are finished with PVC strips attached by hook and loop fasteners, a 50 mm 
wide beige central strip provides a visual alignment guide. 

Dim. = 13.50 x 2 m (L X W) - Height= 20 cm 

 

COIL SPRUNG TRACK

Ref. 6181

* OTHER SIZES ARE AVAILABLE   
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Ref 6181



Acrotramp 
Ref:  5363
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“It’s amazing 
what you 

can achieve 
with the right 

equipment” 
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INFLATABLE TRACK  
Easy to set up and can be used for all levels of gymnastics. All tracks have hook and loop strips 
on opposite ends for the attaching of landing mats, a repair kit, pressure gauge and a transport 
cover. 

REF 6291
Supplied with 1 inflator, 4 carry handles, and 2 valves. Dim. = 1200 x 180 x 15 cm (L xW xH) 

REF. 6293
Supplied with 2 inflators, 8 carry handles and 3 valves. Dim. = 1500 x 210 x 20 cm   (L xW xH)

REF. 6310
Supplied with 1 inflator and 2 valves. Only to be used on top of exercise floors or roll out mats. 
Dim.=1000 x 140 x 10 cm (LxWxH) 

Ref. 6293

Pressure Gauge 
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The Skakun Original tumbling track, is the track that GYMNOVA supplies to all British Gymnastics 
tumbling competitions. The track is also used at many World and European Championships. FIG 
Approved, 

The complete competition set up consists of:
• Run up frame + carpet (11 m)
• Tumble track frame & carpet ( 25.6 m)
• 3 base mats - 3 m x 2 m x 30 cm 
• 1 top mat (4 m x 2 m) 

SKAKUN ORIGINAL TRACK 

Ref. 6296 this track provides a dynamic rebound that will allow the 
development of complex training skills. Fig Approved 

The complete tumble track consists of:
Ref. 6297  Run up track, Dim. = 10.50 x 1 m 
Ref. 6298  Tumble track, Dim. = 25.50 x 2 m 
Ref 6299  Landing area, Dim. = 6 x 3 m,  thickness = 30 cm

An optional landing/spotting mat is available :
Ref 6299/30  400 x 200 x 100 cm  

NOVATRACK ONE

Ref 6296

The Individual sections can also be 
purchased separately, please contact your 

account manager for more details. 

* OTHER SIZES ARE AVAILABLE   
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UNIT 5, VENTURE COURT, ALTHAM BUSINESS 
PARK, ALTHAM, ACCRINGTON, LANCASHIRE, BB5 

5WH 
T: 01282 444690

E: INFO@GYMNOVA.CO.UK


